
“High-quality, competitively priced
R/C boats and accessories.”

™

The AquaCraft Air Force RTR rules the waves,
but simplicity and convenience rule in the Air
Force! Virtually everything is included — and

virtually everything that’s included is either
assembled or installed! Even the throttle linkage is
in place.

All that remains is attaching the fully assembled
engine pod to the deck. Install radio batteries, fuel
the tank, fire up the engine — and the Air Force is
ready to take off!

It’s an easy, affordable “first float” for new
modelers — and a convenient change of pace for
pilots and drivers!

HCAB27** Air Force RTR
Hull Length: 30.5 in (775mm) • Overall Length: 36 in (915mm) • Beam: 13.5 in (345mm)
Includes: AquaCraft Pro 46 engine, 2-channel AquaCraft radio w/2 standard servos, propeller,
boat stand & engine video
RTR Requires: glow starter, engine starter, fuel & 12 “AA” batteries

Power to spare! A Pro .46
engine delivers surprising
speed and power. Other
surprises: dual bearings,
ABC construction, a tuned
muffler, FREE video — and
a carb with high and 
low adjustments and a
safety-oriented remote
needle valve.

The AquaCraft 2-channel pistol
radio is made by Futaba®. The
receiver and servos are already
installed, and the lightweight
transmitter includes a battery
status monitor, as well as trims
for fine-tuning steering and
throttle action. 

Unlike ABS or plastic, fiberglass is light,
tough and fuelproof — three good reasons
why it’s used in the Air Force’s hull and
deck. Like the corrosion-resistant stainless
steel hardware, it’s designed to last.

Factory-finished: no sanding, priming or painting to do! Each radio frequency has its own set of sizzling colors — a total of 6 in all. A quality
gel-coat finish makes them shine and protects them against wind, water and fuel! Ideal for display on the double-duty stand/carrier. 

For more on the Air Force or a list of dealers near you, visit the website at
www.aquacraftmodels.com or call 1-800-682-8948 and mention code number 99H22.

HCAB5027 Air Force ARR
The ARR version of the Air Force features a gleaming white fiberglass hull. It requires
all items required for the RTR, plus a 2-channel radio system and .40-size engine. 

www.aquacraftmodels.com 

®

Fuelproof, 

finished fiberglass

hull & deck!

Ready-to-Run
includes radio, engine,

video & prop! 

™

RADIO-CONTROLLED READY-TO-RUN AIRBOAT

Choose from 6 exciting colors!Choose from 6 exciting colors!
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Ideal for Air Force activities!

After-Run Engine Oil

4-way Wrench

™

A minor cost to the modeler — a major
investment in longer engine life. Used after
operation, After-Run prevents the build-up
of varnish and gum that can make engines
hard to start. Used consistently, it protects
vital parts from rust and corrosion. Ideal
for “winterizing”, too. 2 fl. oz. HCAP3000.

Made of chrome-plated cast steel, and
more useful than tools twice its size.
Spaces between arms provide threaded
storage for up to 4 plugs. Arms provide
the leverage for greater turning torque and
sockets for 5/16”-1/2” SAE or 8-13mm
metric hex nuts. An extra-long (2.5”) arm
and retaining clip provide extra reach and
loss protection for glow plug work.
HCAP2550. 

Safety Stick 
Affordable and efficient protection
for fingers, and an indispensible tool
for safe starts. The comfort-
contoured wooden handle provides a
firm grip and fuelproof finish. The
rubber-coated tip “grabs” prop
edges for slip free-starts, yet won’t
dent or break props. HCAP3335.

Hot-Shot™ 2 Glo-Starter 
The Hot-Shot 2 delivers the strength of solid metal for
durability and the dependable power of a genuine
Sanyo® NiCd.  With a twist of the wrist, the Twist-and-
Lock socket locks in place with a grip that vibration
can’t break. The built-in Sanyo NiCd offers 1500mAh of
stored currents for starts, and recharges overnight with
the included 110V AC wall charger. A vinyl tip cap slips
over the end of the 2” shaft to prevent fouling and
shorting. HCAP2520. 

Hand-cranked Fuel Pump
Very inexpensive, but highly effective in high-
speed fueling and draining. The outer case
features an ergonomic design for hand-held
comfort, as well as screws for optional field box
attachment. The gear-driven pump design is
virtually leak-free, with an extremely smooth
“mesh” that lends itself to years of trouble-free
service. For glow fuels only. HCAP3015

TorqMaster™ 90 Starter 

Pro Series MicroPanel Plus™ 

Forget to charge your Hot-Shot 2 last night? Then charge it at the field
with this ultra-compact (3.3” x 1.8” x 0.75”) power panel. The port for
glow chargers delivers 1.2 volts, and 300-400ma charge currents. One
set of color-coded banana jacks delivers 12V power for a fuel pump or
starter; the other, 1.2V power for a glow plug clip. Glow heat adjusts
with screwdriver ease. Alligator clips on the 18” lead provide easy
connection to a 12V battery. Battery required. HCAP0301.

TorqMaster™ 12 Mini 12V Battery
No need to add electrolyte here; the TorqMaster Mini is
sealed for safety and compact for small field boxes.
Just 4” high, it measures only 3.5” x 2.75”, yet delivers
4.5A of current — enough for all field box equipment.
Requires less space, and weighs 3.6 lbs., so there’s
less to lug around, too.
HCAP0855. 

This Safety Stick alternative has legs
that hold it ready for a quick grab,
and a double-wound motor that can
quickly start engines with up to .90
in. of cubic displacement. An easy-
press start switch and finger guard
protect against fatigue and injury; a
machined aluminum cone features a
V-groove for boat/belt starts and a
silicone insert for airplane spinners.
Attached 5-foot power cord ends in
alligator clips, for quick hook-ups to
12V batteries. Battery required.
HCAP3200.

HCAB6200 Canopy / Hatch Unpainted
HCAB6210 Canopy / Hatch Painted White    
HCAB6211 Canopy / Hatch Painted Yellow   
HCAB6212 Canopy / Hatch Painted Blue    
HCAB6213 Canopy / Hatch Painted Green      
HCAB6214 Canopy / Hatch Painted Orange     
HCAB6215 Canopy / Hatch Painted Red       
HCAB6216 Canopy / Hatch Painted Gray      
HCAB6300 Decal Sheets  
HCAB6450 Engine Cowl - Fiberglass - White    
HCAB6451 Engine Cowl - Fiberglass - Yellow

HCAB6452 Engine Cowl - Fiberglass - Blue     
HCAB6453 Engine Cowl - Fiberglass - Green    
HCAB6454 Engine Cowl - Fiberglass - Orange    
HCAB6455 Engine Cowl - Fiberglass - Red   
HCAB6456 Engine Cowl - Fiberglass - Gray
HCAB6500 Engine Mounts w/ Screws 
HCAB6550 Engine Platform   
HCAB7900 Spinner Assembly                                 
HCAB8700 Rudder Assembly w/ Screws           
HCAB9010 Throttle and Rudder Cable       
HCAB6900 Fuel Tank  
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Distributed Exclusively Through
GREAT PLANES MODEL DISTRIBUTORS COMPANY
P.O. BOX 9021, CHAMPAIGN, IL 61826-9021
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Replacement Parts 


